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There is a possibility that most mammals grieve or experience
grief.

It was always a sad day when we loaded the yearly crop
of calves in the truck to be shipped to market. As the
truck pulled away, the mother cows would be lowing and the
calves looking back and bellowing. The cows usually stayed
at the loading pin for a couple of days and nights lowing
for their calves until thirst would drive them to the pond
for water.

I always felt, like the "bad guy" when we did what had to be done.
I contributed to their grief, or behavior that I interpreted to be
grief.

I. To Live is ^_o Experience Grief

As to humanity, one could say that all of us are subject to
grief. The little boy whose puppy leaves the security of the yard and
then is accidently killed by a passing car, experiences grief. The
little girl who loses her favorite doll also experiences grief. There
may be a variation in the intensity but the feeling is grief never the
less .

As we move through life, we experience grief in the form of loss
and separation. We grieve when separated from friends because of
moving, changing employment, divorce, broken friendships and
courtships. We experience grief at the loss of a home through natural
disaster or financial reverses. We grieve at the loss of a mother,
father, or child and, probably the most intensive grief according to
the Holmes-Rahe Stress Test, is the death of a spouse.(I)

There is grief in normal changes in life. The adolescent giving
up childhood, the young adult giving up less responsibility of
adolescence and accepting more responsibility of adulthood. Then, of
course, there is the loss in agility and physical strength from middle
age and into the senior years. While spiritually and psychologically
we are expanding, the loss of mobility causes some grief. (II.-Gerkin
P. 77) „

Obvious now that every person experiences grief,
life requires some grief.

Living a full

For some 'of us, there has been layer upon layer of grief. Often,
this is unexpressed grief, emotions that have not been expressed,
anger which has not- been vented and tears that have not been shed to
cleanse the soul.

Grief is one emotion we cannot pretend about. There is a need
for one to be genuine in grief. To pretend that you are unhurt and
don't have angry feelings because a friend or loved one is suddenly








